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1.

Executive summary

What
This deliverable, corresponding to Task 3.6 in INSEC project, exposes an Innovation Management Model
to be applied by security end-users, which complies with the characteristics and requirements previously
gathered during WP3 analysis stage as design specifications. Moreover, according to Task 3.7, this
document proposes a definition of a Cooperation Strategy designed for improving collaboration with
external agents (SME providers principally) and for developing a network with other end-users, security
experts and other organisations that could have influence in the security sector innovation ecosystem.

Why
The Innovation Management Model and Cooperation Strategy proposed in this document will assist security
related end-users to systematise innovation activities in order to unleash the organisation’s potential
taking advantage of internal and external know-how, creating the seat for future technological and other
innovations uptake and maximising opportunities out of collaboration.

How
Both the Innovation Management model and the Cooperation Strategy respond to design specifications
identified in the previous WP3 tasks through a collection of innovation elements to be implemented, thus,
there is an identifiable traceability between specifications and proposed elements. Those elements have
been defined following a common template to make then homogeneous facilitating their comprehension and
practical application. Some of the designs specifications (related to cooperation) need a complementary
external approach; therefore, they could be addressed through INSEC platform, so they have been shaped
in the form of proposed functionalities that may be included into such platform.

«Innovation is producing something new, whether that is a
service, a product or the development of a new market»
Martin Schuurmans, former Chairman of the EIT Governing
Board at the Lisbon Council’s 2010 Innovation Summit
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2.

Description of the deliverable content and purpose

This deliverable corresponds to Task 3.6 and Task
3.7 in INSEC Project. WP3 previous analysis tasks
examine innovation and cooperation in the security
field from different views, providing complementary
insights from different perspectives:







Task 3.1 – Report on IPR issues
Task 3.2 – Preliminary segment analysis
Task 3.3 – End-user innovation
management assessment & SMEs
requirements identification
Task 3.4 – Creativity sessions
Task 3.5 – Existing tools and platforms for
ideas generation and innovation
management

Those tasks converge in Milestone #1 (MS1) where a collection of design specifications has been obtained.
MS1 represents then the basic input for developing the aforementioned Innovation Management Model
[Task 3.6] and Cooperation Strategy [Task 3.7], which is the subject of this document, constituting in his
turn the second milestone in INSEC project (MS2) and putting an end to WP3.
[Chapter 3] The collection of design specifications, or needs, identified during WP3 analysis stage is used
here for depicting an Innovation Managing Model and a Cooperation Strategy. Some of those specifications
may be answered by an internal Innovation Management Model while others refer to an external open
innovation platform; we will respectively propose 30 innovation elements (configuring the IMM) and a
number of technical features or functionalities for INSEC Platform answering all needs and keeping
consistent traceability with them  context
[Chapter 4] Once those 30 innovation elements have been decided, this document also presents a
comprehensive overview of the final Innovation Management Model (containing not only the 30 elements
but also a diagnosis tool and road-mapping functionalities) together with the design criteria used for
producing it  approach
[Chapter 5] This section thoroughly explains each and every one of the Innovation Managing Model
components: (5.1) diagnosis tool (5.2) innovation elements and (5.3) action plan  analysis of the
results
[Chapter 6] Conclusions and recommendations for the optimal utilisation of the proposed Innovation
Management Model and Cooperation Strategy are synthetized in this chapter  conclusion
[Chapter 7] This section specifies the information related to this deliverable which can be published on the
project’s website or on all other dissemination tools in the context of INSEC project  publishable
information
[Chapter 8] Additional appendices to the document  annexes

Innovation Management Model & Cooperation Strategy
to be gradually implemented
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3.

Context

Work package #3 undertakes the definition of an Innovation Management Model (IMM) and a Cooperation
Strategy (CS) for increasing innovation in security related organisation and enhancing collaboration with
external agents (primarily exchange of technology with technology providers).
Those two elements – IMM and CS – are designed to be apt for any security organisation as the Security
Sector has been considered in a broad sense, including the four different segments that were identified
during the proposal preparation of INSEC project which are conveniently represented by full-right members
in the INSEC Consortium:
 Rescue (emergency) Services
 Police and National Security Office
 Academies of Security Sciences
 National Security Infrastructure
Out of WP3 analysis stage (tasks 3.1 to 3.5) 85 design specifications were drawn, they represent needs
that organisations should overcome for increasing innovation and cooperation (consult the full list in 
annex 8.1) so they represent the input for defining both the IMM and the CS, since both elements should
help organisations answer these needs.
It is important to note that:
A. some of those specifications, or needs, are related to internal innovation processes, so they will
naturally feed the IMM
B. others to cooperation from an internal point of view, so they will be also input for the IMM (as they
refer to internal processes) while, at the same time, they make part of the CS (given that they
represent cooperation needs)
C. and finally, a third set refers to cooperation from an external point of view, which sensibly will help
shape the CS, not through the IMM (concerned with internal processes) but through an open
innovation platform, namely INSEC Platform

Definitely cooperation is a major source of innovation and correspondingly innovation can be hardly
understood as an isolated process, so both concepts cannot be easily detached; consistently the previous
diagram illustrates how the IMM and the CS are intrinsically interwoven as the first will cover cooperation
aspects (when they refer to internal aspects) while the second will be realised by: (1) using the IMM
innovation elements referring to collaboration (internal side) and (2) by joining INSEC Collaborative Platform
(external side).
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Moving forward, specifications placed under A and B have naturally crystallised into 30 innovation
elements constituting the IMM (section 3.1) while those located in C took shape into 7 main functionalities
of the INSEC Platform (section 3.2). In other words, that means the every and each of the needs/design
specifications collected during the analysis stage has been input for defining the IMM, CS or both helping
shape an innovation element (within the IMM) or a functionality present in INSEC Platform (consult this
correspondence in the traceability table of  annex 8.1).

3.1 Innovation Management Model
As stated before the Innovation Management has been defined as a collection of 30 innovation elements,
like practical notes, that can be implemented by end-users in order to boost innovation and enhance
cooperation. Next table briefly summarised those elements (they will be fully developed in section 5.2)

#

innovation element name

short description

Culture Assessment

Brief questionnaire to diagnose the status of the culture in
innovation within one organisation and to identify impediments
to foster a pro-innovation culture, plus recommendations for
overcoming them

ie#2

Creativity Sessions

Presentation of techniques and sessions that “open the mind”
of the participants, helping them to “think out of the box” and to
find disruptive solutions to specific problems

ie#3

Acknowledgement &
Rewarding

Communication campaigns for raising-awareness of innovation
and encouraging participation of employees in innovation
initiatives

ie#4

Innovation Strategy & Policy

Definition and dissemination of principles that rule innovation
within the organisation

Innovation Committee

Definition and creation of a managerial, executive body in
charge of steering innovation within the organisation, providing
direction, establishing objectives and supervising major
innovation projects

ie#6

Innovation Plan

Definition of goals and action lines to develop an Innovation
Strategy together with instruments for monitoring and for
assessing the accomplishment of those objectives

ie#7

Innovation Training for
Senior Managers

Brief encapsulated informative modules explaining specific
issues in innovation aiming at people (management) with
capacity to permeate that acquired knowledge towards all
employees

ie#1

ie#5
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ie#8

Innovation Roles

Definition of profiles and responsibilities for managing and
developing innovation within an organisation as well as
mechanism for their coordination

ie#9

Innovation Department

Specific area within the organisation for managing and
developing innovation containing its own personnel, budget,
objectives, functions, activities, resources, etc.

ie#10

Employee Empowerment
(basic)

Mechanisms for encouraging innovation among employees,
facilitating proactivity and fostering their own collaborative
initiatives

ie#11

Employee Empowerment
(advanced)

Definition of methods to deploy employees' ideas through the
utilisation of specialised equipment apt for this purpose and for
developing synergies among them

Innovation Indicators in
Career Plan

Inclusion of innovation indicators – KPIs – in the organisation’s
stipulated career paths, as a way to recognize, reward and,
ultimately, promote pro-innovation skills and attitudes among
employees

Tech Audit & Road-Mapping

Tool to identify technology needs in the organisation, explore
technology trends and learn a detailed course of action,
determined by specific activities and adequate technology
providers

Internal Corporate Network

Collaborative, technological platform, with a social interface,
able to conduct and canalise communications among
employees, sharing of information and project management

ie#15

Innovation Inspiration Room

Inspirational space that fosters ideation by stimulating creativity
due to its inventive design and personalized equipment,
increasing visibility of innovation and of the organisation, at the
same time

ie#16

IPR Overview & Policy

Set of rules and recommendations that defines the strategy of
the organisation related to Intellectual Property Rights
applicable in collaborative actions

ie#17

Privacy & Security "by
Design" Recommendations

Set of recommendations for promoting both concepts, among
employees and collaborators, from the early stages of design,
as they require special attention due to their relevance

Open Ideation & Validation

Definition of methods that allow the participation of external
agents in the preliminary design of a service and its early
validation during the pre-launch phase

ie#12

ie#13

ie#14

ie#18
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ie#19

Innovation Dissemination
Sessions

Presentations of meaningful examples and discussions with
experts aimed at achieving familiarisation of concepts related
to innovation among employees

ie#20

Innovation Skills

Definition of potential innovation skills and mechanisms for
identifying actual skills in employees in order to characterize
and solve the gaps

ie#21

Dynamic Knowledge
Repository

Creation of a digital space where the organisation’s internal
and external knowledge sources are classified and labelled for
easy utilisation and tracking and definition of procedures for
managing and using it

Innovation Cycle (basic)

Definition of essential processes of the innovation cycle (such
us: ideas generation, brainstorming, creativity workshops,
screening and selection of ideas, validation of ideas,
prototyping, communication…)

ie#23

Innovation Cycle (advanced)

Creation of different processes of innovation depending on
criticality of issues addressed and introduction of training
programmes to widely extend the knowledge of innovation
processes in all employees

ie#24

Continuous Improvement
Systematisation

Structured mechanisms to help employees proactively improve
existing processes and definition of mechanisms to measure
those improvements

ie#25

Innovation Funding (basic)

Creation of a method for systematically analysing participation
in RDI funds and competition funded projects and identifying
possible "stoppers" to this participation

ie#26

Innovation Funding
(advanced)

Definition of a specialised team in searching financing
resources as well as potential private partners and in
managing funded RDI programmes

ie#27

Innovation Forecasting
Methods

Methods for anticipating economic results of innovation
projects and their viability

ie#28

Networking Boost (basic)

Method for multiplying bonds with the innovation ecosystem
and for attracting innovation experts in different areas as
collaborators

ie#22

Method to widely expand the use of open innovation within the
ie#29 Networking Boost (advanced) organisation, including the development of Co-Work formulas
and the connection with Experts Bureaus
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ie#30

Social Media Strategy

Definition of a comprehensive communication strategy based
on public, ubiquitous platforms 2.0 (Facebook, Twitter, etc.), to
increase conversation with specialized external agents and
Society, in general

3.2 Cooperation Strategy
As explained before INSEC Cooperation Strategy is realised:


In part, by the Innovation Management Model as it contains elements specifically designed to
meet collaboration needs (namely: elements #30 [Networking Boost (basic)], #31 [[Networking
Boost (advanced)] and #32 (Social Media Strategy); but not only these, many other, even if not
strictly collaborative, respond to cooperation specifications and present a relational dimension,
contributing therefore directly to the organisation’s overall cooperation strategy.
This indirect impact can be easily appreciated through an example: element #25 [Innovation
(Funding Basic)] is giving answer to two design specifications/needs:
o To increase the participation in competition funded projects - D.3.2.D.S.6.02
o To help the organisation overcome internal and external administrative barriers, as big
obstacles for financing innovation - D.3.3.D.S.5.01
These two model design specification are certainly related to cooperation (both imply a perception
of collaboration or relationship with agents external to the organisation).
Again, and in practical terms, innovation and cooperation cannot be easily separated, certainly
these are deeply interlinked concepts: cooperation represents an essential trigger for innovation,
and innovation cannot be understood without collaboration (moreover in view of the “openinnovation” paradigm we are currently imbued with). This is made explicit as the Innovation
Management Model contains specific procedures ruling cooperation, and many others with a
cooperation perspective (even if they are not focused in cooperation).



Additionally, as stated before other cooperation needs were identified during WP3 analysis stage;
they certainly refer to collaboration, but from an external point of view; i.e., they are related to a
collaborative, open innovation platform (instead of internal innovation processes as before), which will
complete the organisations cooperation strategy by the fact of joining it. These needs, responding to
design specifications related to the cooperation strategy from an external perspective, can be
appropriately summarised in the next 7 main functionalities that may be integrated into INSEC platform, if
they conveniently fit within the overall INSEC strategy and scope  annex 8.2 presents traceability
between design specifications and the 7 proposed functionalities.
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Platform Functionalities

 Useful content

To include sections with links to useful information already collected,
analysed and prepared during the project, such as tools (WP3 & WP4),
training modules (WP6), and best practices (WP5)

 Granting merit
 Complete profiles

To allow security end-users upload categorized documentation that
applies to their collaborations, for SMEs to consult in order to ease
cooperation (legislation, procurement procedures, privacy and security by
design. recommendations, standardization, etc.)

 Forum space
 Wide ecosystem
 Show room
 2.0

To give end-users the possibility to rate providers or
technologies which they have worked with in collaborative
actions, so they can show up ranked

To create a space for discussion where participants can open
new topics to debate with others (trends, innovation,
collaboration opportunities, best practices, etc.)

To open the platform to agents other than SME providers and endusers (including also organisations from different sectors, RDI
institutions, research centers or universities, individuals with expertise
in security or innovation, etc.)
To allow SMEs inform about their advances in technologies (new
services, breakthroughs, news that could result interesting to the members
of the platform, etc.) and propose collaborations to other SMEs in joint
activities were complementary capabilities must be gathered

To allow end-users and SMEs express suggestions for collaboration (e.g. tech needs,
searching of partners, consortium building, procurement processes, subcontracting, shared
endeavors, synergies, technological challenges they must meet, etc.)
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4.

Approach

When defining the Innovation Management Model, together with the collection of design specifications
obtained during WP3 analysis stage, certain strategic aspects have been defined as design criteria or
drivers for leading the process:

drivers

Modular







Incremental

Practical

Complete

description

implications

The Innovation Management
Model will have to present a
segmented architecture so
that organisations wishing to
use it can implement some
aspects or others according to
their current needs and actual
requirements.

The reference frameworks for analysis were
defined as a junction of areas that can be
considered
individually;
furthermore,
the
Innovation Management Model will propose a
collection of innovation elements or practical
tools that can be independently implemented.

The Innovation Management
Model will have to present an
incremental approach, so that
it will fit any organisation’s
requirements regardless its
current status in Innovation
(maturity).

Consequently, the Innovation Model will contain a
diagnosis tool that will help organisations selfassess their current status in innovation (maturity)
which will be used for advising different innovation
elements
accordingly;
additionally,
those
innovation elements have been conceived and
arranged in various development levels so they
will fit better in organisations in relation to their
maturity level.

The Innovation Management
Model will have to adopt a
practical approach avoiding
theoretical perspectives and
helping
organisations
implement it.

Again, the Innovation Model will present a
diagnose tool that will propose organisations
actions to be adopted (according to their needs);
those actions will be also prioritized in a realistic
road-map for helping putting them into practice.
Additionally, the innovation elements making part
of the Innovation Management Model will be
designed as functional notes describing readyto-use tools.

The Innovation Management
Model will have to cover the
entire innovation life-cycle
instead of focusing on some
of its aspects only.

The reference frameworks for analysis were
defined considering all functional areas and all
elements available within the organisation for
driving innovation; furthermore, the Innovation
Management Model will propose actions in all
stated areas.
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In&Out

User-oriented

The Innovation Management
Model will seek to expand
innovation
beyond
the
organisation’s
boundaries
exploring new opportunities
due to the open-innovation
novel paradigm.

The reference frameworks for analysis thoroughly
consider this relational dimension, prescribing a
Cooperation Strategy for shaping INSEC
Collaborative Platform (as practical mean for
fulfilling those relational requirements); additional,
specific innovation elements will be developed
for supporting external cooperation.

The Innovation Management
Model will have to be
designed
and
developed
under
a
user-centric
approach, so that it will
become a meaningful tool
giving
answers
to
the
organisations’ specific needs.

The collection of design specifications to be used
for tailoring the Innovation Management Model
were defined, and endorsed, with the help of the
end-users involved in the project (interviews,
workshops, questionnaires, etc.); furthermore, the
user-dimension will be achieved due to the
diagnosis
tool
which
will
“personalise”
recommendations and thanks to the interactive
INSEC platform prepared to be nourished by
contributions from users. Finally, this model will
undergo a fine-tuning refinement after one enduser in INSEC consortium thoroughly revises it.

The approach proposed before results in an Innovation Model consisting in more than just the 30 innovation
elements indicated in the previous chapter (fully described in  section 5.2); it will be complemented with a
diagnosis tool ( section 5.1) and some action plan rules ( section 5.3), as represented in next illustration:

Adoption of the Innovation Management Model (IMM) and Cooperation Strategy (CS)
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Therefore the Innovation Management Model allows two types of utilisation or adoption:
1. Implementation following the organisation’s criteria:
Certainly, if we take only step 2, omitting 1 and 3, the elements can be regarded – or may be
represented – as a tool-kit from which any organisation can directly pick up one element or other,
according to their convenience, their wish or their strategy. This representation is very convenient
sometimes, when the organisation is certain about which are its actual needs or is already
familiarised with innovation.
2. Implementation addressed by platform’s recommendations:
Thanks to a diagnosis tool and the action plan rules the platform will let organisations know which of
the 30 elements are more suitable in their current status and which are the more adequate to be
firstly implemented. In order to follow this second option, an organisation will have to follow those
three steps which can be repeatedly applied for progressively improving innovation in an iterative
cycle.

Next chapter of this document describes each one of the steps of this cycle; they are defined as a practical
off-line tool; however, all information is provided so that it can be eventually built as an on-line application
into the INSEC Platform.
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5.

Analysis of the results

The Innovation Management Model is presented in this chapter distinguishing three sections:






First section presents the diagnosis tool: a predefined questionnaire offering tabulated, complete
answers (in order to avoid any subjectivity in the responses); the result will be: (1) a list of needs
(those innovation elements with more poorly rated), together with (2) indicators in all areas and, (3)
a global innovation maturity score relatively raking the organisation among others.
Second section presents the innovation elements: full description of the innovation elements or
actions to be implemented by an organisation according to its innovation needs; a common
template has been used for getting homogenous, practical papers.
Third block presents the action plan: a set of rules for prioritising those innovation elements.

5.1 Diagnosis Tool
The diagnosis tool consists of a questionnaire and a diagnosis report containing the results after
answering it.
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Diagnosis questionnaire
The questionnaire represents the first step in the Innovation Management Model implementation and
produces an essential input for step 2 and 3 by assessing the level of implementation of the innovation
elements within the organisation. It provides:
1. Guidelines to complete the questionnaire, offering some recommendations that should be heeded
before an organisation fills in the questionnaire:

Guidelines
The fulfilment of this questionnaire will allow any Security Sector organisation to determine the degree of
implementation of innovation within its structure. The person filling it must answer every question deep in thought.
Because this tool analyses the situation of innovation in all areas of the organisation, it is recommended that prior
to fulfilment, the questionnaire will be printed and agreed every answer in open discussion with those individuals
responsible for respective areas or with the expertise or required background. In this way, the 360 º diagnosis of
innovation within the organisation will be as faithful as possible to reality and recommendations will be the best
suited to the organisation’s needs.
The Increase Innovation and Research within Security Organisations (INSEC) FP7 Project #285287 observes the
privacy conditions of data protection law when collecting, storing and processing any potential personal or security
sensitive data provided. You may request to see the information stored by INSEC at any time and rectify any
mistakes. That information shall not be used, duplicated or communicated by any means to any third party, in
whole or parts

2. Next form requests general information for categorising the dimension of the organisation (Number
of employees and Annual budget); this information will be used later on for prioritising innovation
elements:

Name of organisation:
Number of employees:

Annual budget:

Person that is answering:
Position of this person:
E-mail of this person:

3. Actual questionnaire: 30 questions asking about the level of implementation, within the
organisation, of the 30 innovation elements defined in the IMM (matching one to one). Every
question can be answer in a scale of 0 to 3 based on predefined statements and are arrange into 10
areas: Corporate culture; Corporate Strategy; Management; People & Organisation; Technology /
Tools; Services; Knowledge; Processes; Financing; Collaboration and Networking, following the
framework for analysis defined in preceding WP3 tasks.
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ie#1: Culture Assessment
Does your organisation foster an individual, distinctive pro-innovation culture (risk acceptance,
meritocracy, disruptive thinking, proactivity, creativity, etc.)?
0- Strengthening such culture has never been a priority or even considered within my
organisation
1- Some actions have been undertaken towards promoting such culture, but they were
scarce, short-ranged or limited to specific areas
2- Promoting an innovative culture is a serious commitment in my organisation, however a
long road lies ahead before achieving it
3- We can certainly breathe an innovative attitude in my organisation

ie#2: Creativity Sessions
Do creativity sessions regularly take place in your organisation (understood as multidepartment
working meetings for finding disruptive solutions to specific problems from an innovative perspective)?
0- Open conversation and disruptive thinking are not common practices in my organisation
for addressing relevant matters
1- Workshops, brainstorming meetings etc., are common methods for tackling problems,
however they are generally confined within departments’ boundaries
2- Workshops and brainstorming meetings generally involve people from different
departments as a way to come up with broad, inclusive and creative solutions
3- Meetings are dynamised with specific techniques seeking disruptive thinking, increasing
creativity and encouraging conversation

ie#3: Acknowledgement and Rewarding
Does your organisation apply mechanisms for encouraging innovation among employees and for
recognizing and rewarding it?
0- Proactivity and individualistic thinking (outside of the standard) can be considered as
“dangerous” and may be thwarted and even penalized
1- Creativity and innovative thinking are sometimes recognized and generally regarded as
positive attitude, but no more
2- Beyond recognition, particular innovations are positively rewarded (in economic terms or
through other means)
3- Innovation promoters are granted a special status within the organisation and lifted to a
visible position of “champion in innovation”
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Corporate Strategy

ie#4: Innovation Strategy & Policy
Has your organisation spread out the use of an innovation policy as a corporate commitment?
0- I am not aware that any identifiable strategy, specifically concerning innovation, has been
issued in my organisation
1- My organisation has certainly defined and innovation strategy, but it basically consists of
overall guidelines and a mere declaration of intentions without further development
2- My organisation’s strategy in innovation is not only well defined but also conveniently
developed though a comprehensive policy, yet that policy has not been thoroughly
disseminated
3- A conveniently disseminated and well-known innovation policy does even contemplate the
new possibilities emerging from the «out-novation» paradigm (innovation coming from the
exterior)

ie#5: Innovation Committee
Is your organisation's Board involved in strategic innovation decisions?
0- Innovation is not a regular subject of discussion during the Board meetings
1- Innovation is systematically included into the Board meetings’ agenda, and discussed in a
structured way (with indicators, for example)
2- A permanent, independent, decision-making body in charge of managing innovation has
been established in my organisation
3- This innovation committee does not only incorporate Board members, but also other
professionals from the organisation or even external agents

ie#6: Innovation Plan
Does your organisation deploy its innovation strategy, identifiable and aligned with the overall
organisational strategy, through an actual “Innovation plan“?
0- No plan at all has been defined for driving innovation
1- An innovation plan does certainly exit, but it remains at superficial level being concerned
only with general objectives, broad guidelines, etc.
2- The innovation plan is fully developed and it also defines mechanisms for measuring and
analysing results in innovation
3- Advanced managerial elements have been incorporated to a comprehensive innovation
plan, such as: innovation scorecard, proactive trends watching, open-innovation initiatives,
etc.
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ie#7: Innovation Training for Senior Managers
Does your organisation regularly conduct internal training sessions aiming at managers for creating an
innovation strategy in the security field?
0- No specific training aiming at managers is conducted as a general rule
1- Training programmes are limited to security related topics
2- Training programmes also cover advanced managerial skills (project management,
financial management, procurement, etc.)
3- Additionally to security related topics and managerial skills, my organisation does conduct
innovation-focused training sessions

ie#8: Innovation Roles
Has your organisation defined a managerial structure for conducting innovation?
0- No managerial structure has been established at all within my organisation for supporting
innovation
1- Some roles, with specific responsibilities in innovation, have been defined and assigned to
certain employees, but coordination must be improved, apparently
2- A full organisational structure assures effective and smooth coordination between
innovation roles
3- Specifics means have been put in place for identifying gaps in innovation competences
and for allocating innovation responsibilities according to employees' skills profiles and to
their personal interests

ie#9: Innovation Department
Has your organisation constituted a specific area for managing and developing innovation in order to
reinforce innovation management as an explicit business function?
0- No specific area in my organisation has been entrusted with the responsibility for
managing and developing innovation in a centralised way
1- One particular area or working group explicitly centralises innovation, yet this specialised
team seems to be detached from the rest of the organisation and from day-to-day
operations, apparently
2- A well-functioning innovation department is properly connected with other operational and
support areas in my organisation, undertaking joint, multidisciplinary projects or initiatives;
however, external relationship is feeble
3- My organisation’s innovation department is not only internally well connected but also
establishes solid bonds with external agents in collaborative initiatives (e.g. academy, RDI
system, providers, society, etc.)
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People & Organisation

ie#10: Employee Empowerment (basic)
Does your organisation endeavour to empower employees facilitating proactivity and encouraging
them to make their own decisions?
0- Proactivity and initiative are penalised as matter of fact
1- The organisation really send out messages encouraging people to act in an empowered
way, but this remains mainly just words
2- Managers are generally able to create an open work environment where people are
collaborative, productive, communicative and their ideas genuinely taken into
consideration
3- Beyond that, specific mechanisms or tools have been put in place to allow employees
develop their own ideas and get involved in decision-making and in continuous
improvement

ie#11: Employee Empowerment (advanced)
Does your organisation endeavour to create a facilitating environment specifically towards innovation?
0- No special attempt is done in this regard
1- Some methods have been put in place for identifying gaps in innovation competences, yet
no further progress has been done
2- Yes, specific procedures or programmes have been launched in order to increase
innovation skills among employees
3- Certainly, not only procedures but also specialised equipment in the development of
innovation has been acquired and put to the employee’s service

ie#12: Innovation Indicators in Career Plan
Does your organisation formally recognize and reward an innovative attitude in an explicit way?
0- Not even in an informal way
1- Not in a too structured way, however informal recognition may occur
2- Yes, but only for a limited number of employees, those taking part in innovation projects or
initiatives
3- Certainly, specific indicators measuring innovation has been defined, globally included in
careers paths and generally assessed
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Technology / Tools

ie#13: Tech Audit & Road-Mapping
Does your organisation actively manage technology needs keeping a strategic view on technology
evolution?
0- My organisation is not really too technology-dependent, or else lags behind the times
1- My organisation answers to technology challenges but reactively, and not too timely
2- My organisation does certainly keep an active technology watch which allow us to react
rapidly to technology challenges
3- We even keep a strategic, far-reached technology roadmap which allows us keeping up
with technology challenges and taking advantage of technology opportunities

ie#14: Internal Corporate Network
Has your organisation deployed an internal social network in order to extend communication and
collaboration?
0- No virtual space has been deployed for improving cooperation; individualism is a typical
attitude within my organisation
1- Networks may have been arranged in order to improve cooperation, but they are limited to
some departments or specific projects
2- Yes, a corporate social network has been deployed pervasively reaching all employees; it
has become a platform to support collaborative work and a virtual space for sharing good
practices and ideas
3- Certainly, moreover, this network is not confined within my organisation’s boundaries,
instead it has been opened to external partners and to other disciplinary domains, as a
way to facilitate access to projects and cooperation partners

ie#15: Innovation Inspiration Room
Has your organisation made available some infrastructure or specific spaces for supporting innovation
and creativity?
0- Not at all, in fact our surrounding environment has the opposite effect
1- Some specific spaces, like laboratories, are being used for testing technologies or for
innovation projects
2- The working environment has been globally conceived for improving communication and
cooperation, we do enjoy convenient, open spaces apt for innovation
3- Certainly, furthermore, singular, inspirational spaces have been specifically designed to
foster ideation and to stimulate creativity
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Services

ie#16: IPR Overview & Policy
Has your organisation developed an IPR strategy (intellectual property rights) focused on collaborative
actions and in working relations with employees?
0- No, I do not think such a thing has been undertaken; in fact I seriously doubt this concept
is well known in my organisation
1- Sure, property rights are well protected when cooperating with providers, someone must
be in charge of it definitely
2- Yes, a global strategy concerning property rights has been issued affecting not only
providers but also other forms of cooperation
3- Certainly, beyond external cooperation, also employee’s activity is covered by a widely
known IPR global policy

ie#17: Privacy & Security "by Design" Recommendations
Does your organisation promote and enforce the application of security «by design» and privacy «by
design» concepts?
0- No, I do not think such a thing has been undertaken; in fact I seriously doubt this concept
is known in my organisation
1- My organisation is familiarised with such concept, but it remains like a, more or less, vague
idea without proper development
2- Those principles are certainly applied when cooperating with external parties
3- Certainly, a set of recommendations has been issued and communicated to all employees
and are applied in each and every one of our activities

ie#18: Open Ideation & Validation
Does your organisation take advantage of external contributors to the innovation process?
0- Innovation in my organisation, if any, is closely kept as an internal procedure
1- External contributions in innovation projects are mainly limited to cooperation with
providers
2- Positively, we open our innovation process in certain stages (like ideation, or testing, for
example) not only to suppliers but also to other external agents
3- Certainly, furthermore, we even engage in a constructive and transparent conversation
with citizens during our innovation process
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Knowledge

ie#19: Innovation Dissemination Sessions
Does your organisation organise training session for purposely increasing employees’ familiarisation
with the idea of innovation, in its broadest sense?
0- Not really; the idea of innovation is not very popular in my organisation, or else it is rarely
discussed
1- Well, the concept of innovation is discussed now and then, but basically regarded as
technology acquisition or improvement
2- Yes, innovation concept is frequently discussed in its broadest sense (not only technology)
in specifically programmed events, such as training sessions, workshops, etc.
3- Certainly, innovation disseminating events aiming at all employees regularly take place in
my organisation; they even involve external experts bringing enriching points of view for
increasing understanding

ie#20: Innovation Skills
Has your organisation defined competences needed in innovation and mechanisms for identifying
actual skills already present in employees in order to solve potential gaps?
0- Not even an innovation skills mapping has been done
1- A list of required technological skills or security knowledge has been produced, but with
little practical effect
2- Certainly, a mapping of skills has been produced, containing not only technical or security
knowledge but also managerial skills (project management, financial management,
procurement, etc.) and soft skills (motivation, teamwork, etc.)
3- Beyond definition, we even have procedures in place for assessing current skills in
employees and for overcoming potential gaps through structured training

ie#21: Dynamic Knowledge Repository
Has your organisation defined a formal knowledge management model?
0- No, I do not think such a thing has been undertaken; in fact knowledge tends to be rather
scattered, diffuse and not well organised
1- There is one repository centralising knowledge but it is not globally used and only contains
internal sources (projects, employees’ information, etc.)
2- Yes, one database has been settled containing both internal knowledge and external
information (providers, partners, thematic reports, etc.), however there is road ahead
before it becomes a common, and globally used helpful tool
3- Certainly, we take advantage of a dynamic knowledge repository; procedures for
managing and updating information are well known and regularly applied by all employees
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ie#22: Innovation Cycle (basic)
Has your organisation defined a lifecycle for innovation as a structured procedure in order to manage
and increase internal innovation?
0- No, I do not think such a thing has been undertaken
1- A workflow has been depicted, however it remains theoretical; I do not think it has been
put to practise very often
2- Yes, there is an internal procedure systematising the whole innovation cycle; yet it is
limited to some areas or departments, while it may be extensively used by all
3- Certainly, internal innovation is managed through straightforward procedures, which are
known by all employees who can participate proposing new ideas or improvement points in
their work

ie#23: Innovation Cycle (advanced)
Does your organisation open its innovation procedure to external contributors, in different levels
according to the criticality of projects?
0- No, if such a procedure exits it is confined within my organisation’s boundaries
1- Our innovation benefits from some external contribution, however it tends to be somewhat
sporadic and not structured through any procedures
2- Yes, our innovation process cycle is open to customers, partners and suppliers in order to
incorporate their knowledge, shorten our innovation cycle and reduce RDI costs
3- Certainly, our innovation procedure does not only benefit from external collaboration but it
can also be customized to address different types of innovation, depending on criticality of
issues addressed or processes involved

ie#24: Continuous Improvement Method
Has your organisation set up methods for the identification of flaws or improvement points in currently
running processes helping incrementally upgrade them in a continual virtuous cycle?
0- The ideas of process analysis or continual improvement are somewhat strange in my
organisation
1- There is a Quality Department, they must do this job surely
2- Yes we regularly undergo projects for analysing identified inefficiencies by means of
continuous improvement methods
3- Certainly, beyond continuous improvement projects, employees are capable of identifying
and reporting the cause of inefficiencies in their job being this a important source of
innovation
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ie#25: Innovation Funding (basic)
Does your organisation take part in innovation projects funded by public programmes implemented
either at national or European level?
0- No, we do not have experience in such programmes
1- We have participated in some of these projects, but always with little involvement and low
profile
2- Yes, we regularly take place in such projects participating as first level partners
3- Certainly, we have extensive knowledge about these programmes financing innovation
(national and European); we do even have mechanisms for deciding about their
convenience and for leading our own bids

ie#26: Innovation Funding (advanced)
Does your organisation maximise innovation funding opportunities by exploring private-based financing
and applying professionalised procedures?
0- No, all innovation funding comes from public budgets
1- Even if some private financing sources have been used for funding innovation, this is an
unusual practice within my organisation
2- Yes, private-based financing vehicles complementary to public funding, such as PPP
(public-private partnership), have been widely used in innovation projects
3- Certainly, a permanent team, specialized in searching financing resources and managing
funded RDI projects, has been established

ie#27: Innovation Forecasting Methods
Has your organisation defined mechanisms for understanding and anticipating the economic benefits
and return on investment of innovation?
0- No means have been defined for economically anticipating and assessing results of
innovation projects
1- Financial management in innovation projects is largely restricted to controlling resources
2- Yes, a comprehensive business plan is developed before any important innovation project
is launched
3- Certainly, we do manage an integrated innovation portfolio applying forecasting methods
as a way to reach an ideal balance between risk and return by investing in diversified
assets
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Collaboration and Networking

ie#28: Networking Boost (basic)
Does your organisation maintain solid bonds with the surrounding innovation ecosystem?
0- No, actually in terms of innovation, if any, my organisation remains pretty isolated
1- Some connections with external agents do exit, however they are scarce and not fully
developed
2- Yes, we keep and reinforce solid and fruitful connections with external agents (RDI
centres, innovation networks, technical transfers offices, technological parks, industrial
platforms, etc.) for increasing innovation
3- Certainly, we have even developed and operate our own functioning Innovation Network in
order to attract agents and collaborators with influence in areas of special interest beyond
security

ie#29: Networking Boost (advanced)
Does your organisation explore the new paradigm of “open innovation” in order to broaden the scope
of cooperation, usually regarded as acquisition of technology only?
0- Not really, the idea of open innovation is somewhat strange in my organisation
1- Cooperation in my organisation is well organised but is largely limited to procurement or
service contracts
2- Yes, collaboration with some partners has been extended beyond procurement processes
towards stable, durable and fluid co-working relationships
3- Certainly, we have joined, as full-right member, specialised structures to generate open
innovation and co-creation (innovation factories, thematic clusters or business incubators)
keeping committed, long term participations

ie#30: Social Media Strategy
Does your organisation pursue bi-directional conversation with society making improved use of social
media & web2.0 strategies, as a way to incorporate a “human dimension” in security applications and
to raise awareness and increase understanding of security issues?
0- No, we do not engage in conversation with society; in fact, social media is not too used in
my organisation
1- We do post some information occasionally in social media channels like LinkedIn or Twitter
2- Yes, we have defined a social media strategy for shaping our image in the Internet keeping
a consist tone when using such communication tools
3- Certainly, we make extensive use of social media in order to increase visibility of the
organisation, to monitor conversations and to the explore opportunities for innovation due
to “collective intelligence”
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Report of diagnosis results
The input introduced to the questionnaire by an organisation will generate next report of diagnosis result in
two sections:
1. Analytical results as percentage indicators (%) representing the maturity of innovation within the
organisation in each of the 10 analysis; this will offer a quick, but meaningful, view about which areas
should be most and firstly improved.
Corporate Culture

Corporate Strategy

Management

People &
Organisation

Technology / Tools

78%

37%

61%

74%

79%

Services

Knowledge

Processes

Financing

Collaboration and
Networking

67%

78%

59%

70%

64%

The means for calculation in all 10 areas are easy and the same: average of responses for elements
in the area, weighted with the related elements impact, i.e., taking the elements related to each area
and their impacts (see table in  section 5.3):




Step 1. Impact of each element of the area multiplied by level of implementation (answer of
the respective question: from 0 to 3) and divided by maximum level of implementation (3)
Step 2. Sum of calculations of step 1
Step 3. Division of the result of step 2 step by sum of impacts of the elements.

Additionally a global indicator may be proposed to the organisation representing the overall innovation
maturity. This indicator simply aggregates, by averaging, the maturity of innovation in all ten every area.
Next to it, the platform could show a relative position indicating how many organisations scored higher
results than the one being evaluated; this INSEC index would provide at-a-glance view of the organisation's
innovation status compared to others, a good way to stir decision-making and to stimulate commitment.

INSEC Innovation
Barometer of the
Organisation

67%
33%

2. Needs in innovation (innovation elements) to be covered: the diagnosis leads also to a list of
innovation elements to be implemented within the organisation, precisely those scoring below 2 (i.e.,
0 and 1 in the corresponding question); prioritisation or advice on the implementation order will be
explained in  section 5.3.
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5.2 Innovation Elements
Next matrix presents a synthetic view of the 30 elements constituting the Innovation Management Model;
they can be implemented by end-users organisations for developing their own innovation systems.

Innovation Elements Index

Culture Assessment 

Creativity Sessions 

Acknowledgement &
Rewarding 

Innovation Strategy
& Policy 

Innovation Committee 

Innovation Plan 

Innovation Training for
Senior Managers 

Innovation Roles 

Innovation Department 

Employee Empowerment
(basic) 

Employee Empowerment
(advanced) 

Innovation Indicators
in Career Plan 

Techn Audit &
Road-Mapping

Internal Corporate
Network 

Innovation Inspiration
Room 

IPR Overview & Policy 

Privacy & Security “byDesign” Recommendations 

Open Ideation &
Validation 

Innovation Dissemination
Sessions 

Innovation Skills 

Dynamic Knowledge
Repository 

Innovation Cycle
(basic)

Innovation Cycle
(advanced)

Continuous Improvement
Systematisation

Innovation Funding
(basic) 

Innovation Funding
(advanced) 

Innovation Forecasting
Methods 

Networking Boost
(basic) 

Networking Boost
(advanced) 

Social Media Strategy 

Each element is characterised by four variables:





Area: (row where it is located) all the elements are distributed in the 10 areas of analysis used in the
framework defined during the analysis tasks.
Impact: (expressed in a cursive number) sum of the valuation of design specifications that the
element is giving answer (they can be consulted in  annex 8.4). Thus, the higher the number is,
the biggest its impact will be
Maturity: (expressed in letters: a, b, c) indicates dependencies between elements in each area and
the viability of their implementation in the short term; that is to say, elements located on column B
require that those on column A have been already implemented; equally, elements on column C
should not be undertaken unless those in B are deployed. In other words, one organisation with little
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experience on innovation should start with “A elements”, then they may move to “B elements” and
only when innovation has permeated the organisation towards ”C elements”
Economy: (expressed in colours) the elements have been coloured in orange, the dark hue
represents more cost effective actions, while the light tone indicates that their implementation is
more expensive.

These variables in the elements have a direct connection with the variables of the design specifications
they are giving answer, which were already validated in D3.5  Annex 4

All elements have been described in practical notes, following and homogeneous template to facilitate their
comprehension and application. The template has the 15 following sections:

time-span
number of the element
name

area
description

related
elements

resources
reasons

tasks
references

success
factors

illustrative

estimated
cost
variables
annex (if needed)
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2. CREATIVITY SESSIONS
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5.3 Action Plan
As explained before the innovation model can be regarded as a tool-kit offering 30 elements to be selected
according to the organisation’s wishes, beyond that, the diagnosis tool will recommend undertaking those
more weakly implemented, without further indications, but since the ultimate purpose of the Innovation Model
is to encourage change, pushing organisations towards action, the model will be able to additionally
propose those elements better suiting the organisation's needs.
For prioritising those actions a distinct set of logical rules needs to be defined (especially if this is going to
be deployed as an on-line tool on the INSEC Platform); these rules will be based on the 3 innovation
elements’ variables, drawn from the same variables in the corresponding design specifications (except
maturity which takes into account simplicity but also interdependency between elements) as shown in 
annex 8.4.

# i.e.

innovation element name

impact

maturity

economy

Corporate Culture
ie#1

Culture Assessment

4

1

3

ie#2

Creativity Sessions

3

2

2

ie#3

Acknowledgement & Rewarding

7

3

2

Corporate Strategy
ie#4

Innovation Strategy & Policy

8

1

3

ie#5

Innovation Committee

5

2

3

ie#6

Innovation Plan

12

3

1

Management
ie#7

Innovation Training for Senior Managers

5

1

2

ie#8

Innovation Roles

12

2

2

ie#9

Innovation Department

4

3

1

ie#10 Employee Empowerment (basic)

6

1

2

ie#11 Employee Empowerment (advanced)

4

2

1

ie#12 Innovation Indicators in Career Plan

5

3

2

ie#13 Tech Audit & Road-Mapping

16

1

3

ie#14 Internal Corporate Network

13

2

2

ie#15 Innovation Inspiration Room

3

3

1

ie#16 IPR Overview & Policy

24

1

3

ie#17 Privacy & Security "by Design" Recommendations

8

2

3

People & Organisation

Technology / Tools

Services
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ie#18 Open Ideation & Validation

7

3

2

ie#19 Innovation Dissemination Sessions

2

1

2

ie#20 Innovation Skills

13

2

2

ie#21 Dynamic Knowledge Repository

7

3

1

ie#22 Innovation Cycle (basic)

8

1

2

ie#23 Innovation Cycle (advanced)

3

2

2

ie#24 Continuous Improvement Systematisation

3

3

2

ie#25 Innovation Funding (basic)

8

1

3

ie#26 Innovation Funding (advanced)

8

2

1

ie#27 Innovation Forecasting Methods

4

3

2

ie#28 Networking Boost (basic)

19

1

3

ie#29 Networking Boost (advanced)

12

2

2

ie#30 Social Media Strategy

4

3

2

Knowledge

Processes

Financing

Collaboration and Networking

Results are rounded to whole numbers

In the following table you can see the set of the logical rules proposed to guide the action plan once the
diagnosis questionnaire has been completed; these rules will be used for coming up with the three more
suitable innovation elements to be implemented in the organisation. Next rule applies only if previous
rule prioritises more than three innovation elements:
ACTION PLAN RULES
1. To foster strategic coherence, element #4 (Innovation Strategy & Policy) should be always firstly
implemented in case it is rated under 2
2. To foster robustness, elements rated with 0 or 1 in the diagnosis tool are prioritised (i.e. the most
underdeveloped elements)
3. To adopt a balanced profile in innovation, no element of one maturity level is elected until all
elements of previous maturity level are already implemented or rated with 2 or 3.
4. To get a progressive adoption, elements from areas with lower overall percentage indicator in the
analytical results are prioritised
5. To achieve significant results, elements with highest impact are prioritised
6. To maximise the return of the action, elements with higher score in the "economy" field (darker
coloured - 3) are prioritised
Extra-rule: To avoid excessive and over-sized actions, “expensive" elements (lighter coloured - 1) will
only be suggested to large organisations (those with more than 250 employees and a budget bigger than
50M €).
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6.

Conclusions

Main conclusions stemming from this document are:













A collection of 85 design specifications (coming from the previous analysis stage), and understood
as needs in innovation that security organisations pose, have been used for shaping one Innovation
Management Model and one Cooperation Strategy fit to security related organisations:  Annex 8.4
Those design specification result in 30 innovation elements, defined as practical papers that can
be implemented in security organisations:  Annex 8.3
And, in 7 major functionalities suggested for INSEC Platform, and open-innovation, collaborative
platform:  Annex 8.2
Those 30 innovation elements, are encapsulated together with a diagnosis tool and action plan rules
into one Innovation Management Model:  section 4
That diagnosis tool – a 30 questions questionnaire (each presenting 4 complete, meaningful
answers) – provides analytical results (% indicators) and specific innovation needs to be covered
(i.e., innovation elements to be implemented); furthermore, the mere fact of answering this after
internal deliberation constitutes in itself a valuable exercise given that it provides a complete view in
innovation:  section 5.1
The action plan rules will help choose which of the elements should be implemented firstly; this
prioritization will be based on a logic, which takes into account the innovation maturity of the
organisation:  section 5.3
As the IMM contains innovation elements related to cooperation, the proposed Cooperation
Strategy will be realised in an organisation by using such model (internal side of cooperation) and
also by joining the INSEC platform, which represents an open-innovation space (external side of
cooper):  section 3.2
Those 30 innovation elements have been defined as practical notes or papers and have been
arranged in three progressive levels of maturity and covering all 10 analysis areas identified in
previous tasks:  section 5.2
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In this section we do additionally include a number of recommendations for better using this Innovation
Model and for maximising the benefits of its application; they have been drawn out of experience and also
after the careful revision stage undertaken in close cooperation with one of INSEC end-users.

Tips & hints for using the Innovation Model
 Do answer the diagnosis questionnaire after deep reflection, in cooperation with as much people as
possible, so that all profiles, views and experiences get integrated

 Creativity Sessions (innovation element #2) is always a good starting point as it paves the way towards
culture change

 Likewise, Innovation Strategy and Policy (innovation element #4) should be promptly undertaken,
given that this strategic reflection helps setting the foundations and initial orientation for innovation

 Do assign one sponsor to any innovation element you decide to implement; make sure that he or she
has the right skills and knowledge, but above all unquestionable motivation

 Do inform everyone about the progress of any innovation action you decided to implement; what is not
spoken does not exit; even if the result was not the expect try to draw some positive learning and
communicate them

 Seek quick-wins, small (affordable and doable) actions with some quick impact, even if it is limited, are
usually a good way to start moving forward

 Try to develop 2.0 skills among your employees as a way to foster internal cooperation and external
collaboration

 Pursue conversation with external agents, even with other domains different that security, as this is a
optimal way to broaden the organization’s horizon and to foresee new opportunities

 Do avoid enforcing mechanisms and excessive, imposing red tape; innovation is not done by
obligation, buy by conviction (generally achieved thanks to recognition and to understanding the benefits
due to innovation)

 And…do things “differently”!
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7.

Publishable information

All information contained in this document, being a public deliverable, may be published on the INSEC
Project’s website or on other dissemination tools in the context of the project,
Excluding that included in the Annexes section as this is internal auxiliary content.
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8.

Annexes

8.1 Traceability from the model design specifications perspective
Next table shows the traceability between design specifications and (1) innovation elements or (2) platform
functionalities recommendations that are giving answer to them, indicating also whether they contribute to
the Cooperation Strategy. Some design specifications are addressed by both the Innovation Management
Model and the Platform.
Design specifications may be covered by more than one innovation element; conversely one innovation
element may be giving answer to various specifications.

CS: Cooperation Strategy, IMM: Innovation Management Model, PLAT: Platform

#
d.s.

design specification name

addresse
d by

CS

IMM (innovation
element)

PLAT (suggested
functionality)

1

To strengthen an individual, distinctive proinnovation culture (risk acceptance,
meritocracy, disruptive thinking, proactivity,
creativity, etc.)

IMM

ie#1: Culture
 Assessment

·

2

To increase acknowledgment and
recognition of innovation within the
organisation

IMM

ie#3:
Acknowledgement &
 Rewarding

·

3

To broaden the understanding of innovation
and the mechanism to support employees to
innovate or communicate new ideas toward
areas beyond ITC and services (people
management, internal organisation, external
collaboration, financing, etc.)

IMM

ie#19: Innovation
Dissemination
 Sessions

·

4

To define mechanism for allowing time to
employees for improving their everyday
activity

IMM

ie#10: Employee
·
 Empowerment (basic)

5

To lessen «bureaucracy», i.e. simplifying
internal procedures for innovation

IMM

ie#22: Innovation
 Cycle (basic)

·

6

To spread out the use of an innovation policy
as a corporate commitment

IMM

ie#4: Innovation
Strategy & Policy

·

7

To involve the organisation's board in
strategic innovation decisions

IMM

8

To develop a strategy for systematic,
proactive trends watching

IMM&PLA
T



ie#5: Innovation
 Committee

ie#6: Innovation Plan

·
f.4: including an openspace for discussion
or a FORUM to foster
debate; OR including
a section for NEWS,
etc. in the platform (it
should be updated
directly by users)
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9

To introduce and to analyse the new
possibilities emerging from the «outnovation» paradigm (innovation coming from
the exterior) and in the relational area

IMM&PLA
T

10

To extend the use of an innovation strategy,
independently identifiable and aligned with the
overall organizational strategy and the
convenience of an «Innovation plan» for
driving innovation (general objectives in
innovation, main actions, budget, etc.)

IMM

11

To develop suitable training programmes on
best methodologies for creating an innovation
strategy in a security context

IMM&PLA
T

12

To develop a managerial structure for
innovation according to necessities (may it be
a full-time CIO, part-time sponsors, a selfappointed innovation-managers network)

13



ie#4: Innovation
Strategy & Policy

ie#6: Innovation Plan

f.7: this is actually the
purpose of the
platform, so it is
already accomplished
in itself; however,
allowing organisations
(end-users and
SMEs) to upload
suggestions or
formulas for
collaboration could be
good (e.g. searching
of partners with
specific capabilities,
consortium building,
procurement
processes,
subcontracting,
shared endeavours,
synergies,
technological
challenges they must
meet, etc.), i.e, an
open space for
proposing joint
initiatives

·

ie#7: Innovation
Training for Senior
 Managers

f.1: just including the
training material into
the platform

IMM

ie#8: Innovation
 Roles

·

To increase visibility of «champions» in
innovation within the organisation

IMM

ie#3:
Acknowledgement &
 Rewarding

·

14

To foster pervasive innovation with
transversal initiatives, so that it will reach ever
increasing spaces within the organisation

IMM

ie#8: Innovation
 Roles

·

15

To constitute a specific area for managing
and developing innovation in order to
reinforce Innovation Management as an
explicit business function

IMM

ie#9: Innovation
 Department

·
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16

To determine systems for allocating
innovation responsibilities according to
employee skills profiles and in alignment with
HR

IMM

17

To define and apply mechanisms for
measuring and analysing results in
innovation

IMM

18

To define and apply mechanisms for
encouraging innovation among employees
and for recognizing and rewarding it

19

20

·

ie#6: Innovation Plan

·

IMM

ie#12: Innovation
Indicators Included In
 Career Plan

·

To define methods to identify gaps in
innovation competences and programmes to
encourage innovation

IMM

ie#20: Innovation
 Skills

·

To improve the conditions from the
workplace (everyday equipment) in order to
increase motivation

IMM

ie#11: Employee
Empowerment
 (advanced)

·

21

To find shared working places/spaces to
foster collaboration

22

To stress the importance of considering
analogies with other organisations, engaging
in fruitful conversation, as a way to promote
"thinking out of the box"

IMM&PLA
T

23

To allow employees spare, dedicated time to
analyse their work as a way to improve it

IMM

24

To enhance the identification of technology
trends thorough a more systematic and active
approach in technology watch

IMM&PLA
T

25

ie#8: Innovation
 Roles

To develop capabilities and to make tools
available for assessing, rating, comparing
and validating technologies and providers

IMM&PLA
T

IMM&PLA
T



ie#11: Employee
Empowerment
(advanced)



ie#2: Creativity
Sessions

f.1: just including a
section with
references or links to
the collaborative/ideageneration/managem
ent tools/platforms
that we have been
identifying
f.1: maybe including
techniques about
creativity; but
probably is already
included into the
training modules

ie#10: Employee
·
 Empowerment (basic)
ie#13: Tech Audit &

Road-Mapping



ie#13: Tech Audit &
Road-Mapping

Platform purpose:
including (as it is)
means for auditing
technology needs
f.2: this is actually the
purpose of the
platform; additionally I
think that it may be
interesting if we
somehow would
incorporate some
technology/providers
rating (maybe out of
end-users feedback?)
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26

To make available for suppliers (SMEs in
particular) the legal context impacting on the
selection process (public procurement, data
protection, security regulation, etc.), including
particular procedures to fit their characteristics

IMM&PLA
T



ie#16: IPR Overview
& Policy

f.3: may be letting
security end-users
upload the legislation
that applies to their
collaborations, in
order to ease
collaboration
(classified in :specific
to their activity or
nature, national
procurement rules,
observable IPR
agreements)

27

To facilitate access to projects and
cooperation partners

IMM&PLA
T



ie#14: Internal
Corporate Network

covered in #9

28

To develop capabilities and to make tools
available for technology road mapping

IMM&PLA
T



ie#13: Tech Audit &
Road-Mapping

covered in #24

29

To make available, in terms of infrastructure,
specific spaces for supporting innovation

IMM

30

To develop an IPR strategy (intellectual
property rights) focused on cooperation with
SMEs as technology providers

IMM



ie#16: IPR Overview
& Policy

·

31

To promote the application of security «by
design» and privacy «by design» concepts,
particularly in collaborations with SMEs

IMM

ie#17: Privacy &
Security "by Design"
Recommendations

·

32

To explore setting up a peers’ network for
sharing good practices, know-how and
lessons learnt among colleagues or even with
other disciplinary domains

IMM&PLA
T

33

To foster co-working, following
methodologies, precise rules and timing, as a
way to get multiple insights on the subject of
study from various perspectives

IMM&PLA
T

34

To improve management skills within the
organisation (project management, innovation
management, financial management,
procurement, etc.)

IMM&PLA
T

35

To categorize different technological domains
mapping technologies and competences

IMM&PLA
T

ie#15: Innovation
 Inspiration Room





ie#18: Open Ideation
& Validation

f.1: including a space
for general
discussions (#8);
including the Best
Practices developed
during the project in
WP5

ie#18: Open Ideation
& Validation

f.1: maybe including a
descriptive section
explaining how the
platform (and its
various sections)
does work so that
users can use it to its
full extent making the
most out of it.

ie#20: Innovation
 Skills



·

ie#13: Tech Audit &
Road-Mapping

covered in #11 (as
INSEC training
modules contemplate
management)
f.3: to categorize tech
providers, etc. in the
platform following a
comprehensive
taxonomy (as we
have been doing)
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36

To develop a formal knowledge
management model

IMM

ie#21: Dynamic
Knowledge
 Repository

·

37

To define a straightforward innovation
management process (idea generationidentification / screening / validation /
prototyping, etc.), systematising the whole
innovation cycle

IMM

ie#22: Innovation
 Cycle (basic)

·

38

To facilitate access to security related
training resources

IMM&PLA
T

ie#7: Innovation
Training for Senior
 Managers

covered in #11

39

To set up methods for the identification of
flaws or improvement points in currently
running processes helping incrementally
upgrade and better them in a continual
virtuous cycle

IMM

ie#24: Continuous
Improvement
 Systematisation

·

40

To categorize internal processes depending
on their criticality in order to establish a level
of openness to external agents to each
process

IMM

ie#23: Innovation
 Cycle (advanced)

·

41

42

To explore and develop private-based
financing vehicles complementary to public
funding, such as PPP (public-private
partnership)

To increase the participation in competition
funded projects

IMM&PLA
T

IMM&PLA
T





ie#26: Innovation
Funding (advanced)

f.5: we could include
a database with
private
organisations/institutio
ns willing to finance
innovation projects,
however I think this is
well beyond
INSECS's scope,
besides this is
partially covered in #9
(where organisations
may offer PublicPrivate partnerships
as collaborative
formulas)

ie#25: Innovation
Funding (basic)

f.5: here again we
could including a
database with public
funds to finance
innovation projects,
but again I think this
exceeds our scope
and mandate and, as
a matter of fact, is
already accomplished
by the platform in
itself (#9), also, #11
is answering this too,
since WP6 will include
training modules on
funded projects which
will result in an
increase of
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43

To define means for economically
anticipating and assessing results of
innovations

IMM

ie#27: Innovation
 Forecasting Methods

·

44

To establish or, empower if they exit,
specialised teams in searching for financing
resources and in programmes funding RDI

IMM

ie#26: Innovation
 Funding (advanced)

·

45

To help the organisation overcome internal
and external administrative barriers, as big
obstacles for financing innovation

IMM&PLA
T



ie#25: Innovation
Funding (basic)

covered in #11

46

To explore new paradigms of open
innovation fostering cooperation in the highly
fragmented security market

IMM&PLA
T



ie#29: Networking
Boost (advanced)

covered in #9

47

To reinforce and multiply bonds with the
innovation ecosystem (RDI centres;
innovation networks; technical transfers
offices) to maximize take-up of research

48

To strengthen bi-directional conversation with
society making improved use of social media
& web2.0 strategies, as a way to incorporate a
«human dimension» in security applications
and to raise awareness and increase visibility
and understanding of security issues

49

To broaden the scope of cooperation,
usually regarded only as "acquisition of
technology", toward wider areas such as
technology scouting, participation in the
definition of procurement, etc.

IMM&PLA
T



ie#28: Networking
Boost (basic)

f.5: offering agents
beyond technology
providers and security
end-users only the
possibility to
participate in the
Platform (RDI
Centers, etc.)

IMM



ie#30: Social Media
Strategy

·

IMM&PLA
T



ie#29: Networking
Boost (advanced)

covered in #9
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50

To facilitate direct information from SMEs as
potential suppliers and from entities
specialized in monitoring general
technological trends

PLAT

·

f.6: letting SMEs
inform about their
advances in
technologies, services
or news that could
result interesting to
the members of the
platform

51

To promote integration between supply and
demand structures through an active
engagement of security end-users and
industry in the innovation process

PLAT

·

Platform purpose:
this is the platforms
overall goal

·

f.4: including a
section where SMEs
can ask for
collaborations to other
SMEs (some
initiatives must be
jointly addressed by a
number of SMEs with
complementary
capabilities or
synergies) this is
again covered by #9:
some open-space for
posting this
opportunities of
cooperation (in
different ways)

·

covered by a number
of features: #50
(information from
SMEs); #8 (trends
and discussion); 21#
(collaborative and
ideas generation
tools); etc.

·

f.7: helping end-users
inform about their
needs (procurement,
technological
challenges, etc.) so
that any SMEs can
visualise it and offer a
solution through the
platform (#9 again
which is becoming
important); also,
letting users in the
platform configure
their workspace as
friendly dashboard,
according to their
convenience, would

52

53

54

To support cooperation between SMES,
clustering their competences to maximize
synergies and cross-fertilization, helping them
reach critical mass and compete in a highly
concentrated market dominated by large
industry players

To promote the utilisation of innovation tools
for achieving crowd-sourced market
forecasting (internally and externally)

To create a customized platform’s
architecture that allows to every organization
meets their particular needs

PLAT

PLAT

PLAT
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55

To make available innovation tools that make
it easier technology scouting and managing
internal innovation processes

PLAT

·

covered in #21

56

To define adequate interfaces to help enduser organisations communicate their
technological needs and requirements in a
homogenous and harmonized way in order to
foster a demand-driven security market

PLAT

·

covered in #9

57

To foster collaboration in technology watch
activities

PLAT

·

Platform purpose:
covered by a number
of features: #53
(crowd-sourced
forecasting); #50
(information from
SMEs); #8 (trends
and discussion); 21#
(collaborative and
ideas generation
tools); etc.

58

To make partnership more efficient by
improving the current system of exchanging
information (stakeholders help to improve
your work)

PLAT

·

Platform purpose:
this is the platforms
overall goal

59

To engage diverse innovation communities
to help them solve their most pressing
problems

PLAT

·

f.4: including the
possibility to create
groups within the
platform; also making
bonds with other
external
communities/projects/i
nitiatives

60

To help SMEs comply with public
procurement procedures in order to work
with Public Security organisations

PLAT

·

covered in #26

61

To help SMEs access and observe national
legislations regarding Public Security
organisations

PLAT

·

covered in #26
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62

To help SMEs access and observe IPR
national legislation concerning the object
and the possible result of the collaboration
opportunities

PLAT

·

covered in #26

f.3: this, although,
helpful this is well
beyond INSEC’s
scope; perhaps we
may let organisations
suggest mediators in
case of IPR conflicts,
but probably this
project is not asked to
get into this deep
matters.

63

To include systems that facilitate the
resolution of IPR conflicts in order to
guarantee the companies the position as right
holder

PLAT

·

64

To ensure copyright protection. It is
guaranteed in the whole UE without
registration

IMM



ie#16: IPR Overview
& Policy

·

65

To note that patentable invention shall be
referred to a technology field, new, inventive
and susceptible of industrial application

IMM



ie#16: IPR Overview
& Policy

·

66

To consider data subject rights, including
following rights: access, rectification,
blocking, erasure and objet

IMM



ie#16: IPR Overview
& Policy

·

67

To respect the European principles of
Human Dignity, Utility, Precaution and Justice,
Solidarity, Equality, Citizens Rights and
Sustainability

IMM



ie#16: IPR Overview
& Policy

·

68

To avoid a Dual Use in research, if
impossible, shall be dealt with a risk
management strategy

IMM



ie#16: IPR Overview
& Policy

·

69

To implement a Privacy and Security by
Design approach within organisations by
self-regulation

IMM&PLA
T

ie#17: Privacy &
Security "by Design"
Recommendations

f.3: letting end-users
upload their Privacy &
Security "by Design"
Recommendations so
that their collaborators
can follow them (in
general terms, it is
like #26: regulation,
procurement
procedures, etc. i.e,
allowing organisation
share what
documentation they
think may help in the
collaboration)
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70

To include the participation of SMEs in the
framing of the procurement processes as a
way to extend collaborations

IMM&PLA
T



ie#29: Networking
Boost (advanced)

f.4: this is well beyond
INSEC's scope,
however #8 is partially
answering this
(including a forum
space where
organisations can
discuss terms of
procurement
processes)

71

To expand the configurations of possible
collaborations. Nowadays, SME technology
providers and Security Sector end-users
mostly collaborate through service contracts

IMM&PLA
T



ie#29: Networking
Boost (advanced)

covered in #9

72

To explore the possibility of launching
challenges (internally or externally)
accompanied by encouraging policies as
rewards for solvers

PLAT

f.7: covered in #9 (in
this space security
end-users may well
propose a challenge
and offer a reward to
the solver (a particular
way of cooperation)

·

73

To foster the match between personal
interests and skills and organisation's needs,
as way to “get the best people on the right
tasks” which leads to better overall results;
and, additionally, to provide collaborative tools
for co-workers in an easier and flexible way

IMM&PLA
T



ie#20: Innovation
Skills

f.5: covered in #21
(also, maybe letting
individuals/experts
into platform, so that
organisations can
access specific
profiles for certain
tasks/initiatives, but
this is not requested
from INSEC)

74

To foster subcontracting as model of
collaboration for SMEs in the framework of
Public Procurement Procedures

IMM&PLA
T



ie#29: Networking
Boost (advanced)

covered in #9

75

To grant access to database containing
technology providers/knowledge (plus
searching engine) for easing the finding of
relevant technologies and providers

IMM&PLA
T

ie#21: Dynamic
Knowledge
Repository

f.6: including, as it
has already been
envisioned, a
database with
providers (SMEs
members of the
platform) and
technology offered by
them
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76

To make available for suppliers (SMEs in
particular) interoperability and
standardization requirements demanded by
end-users

PLAT

·

f.3: like #69 and #26,
only giving end-users
the possibility to
upload documentation
with the
interoperability or
standardization
requirements that
they use in case the
collaboration has
been established
f.7: including project
management
functionalities in the
platform like
establishing tasks,
due times or
assigning
responsibilities would
be good, however I
think that this greatly
exceeds the purpose
of INSEC Platform, at
least #21 will present
management tools.

77

To define project management processes
and information flows between technology
providers and Security Sector end-users, a
collaborative tool can help in this case

PLAT

·

78

Processes of internal–or external–innovation
can be done in an easier and more
democratic way through an innovation tool

IMM&PLA
T



ie#14: Internal
Corporate Network

covered in #21

79

To deploy a corporate social network, as a
single place for users to read and track
conversations, to share ideas, to express
concerns and to participate in private
discussions

IMM&PLA
T



ie#14: Internal
Corporate Network

equal to #32

ie#14: Internal
Corporate Network

f.2: covered in #21;
(additionally, although
this is not required, it
would be good that
the platform would
present some
valuation functionality
so that tech. providers
in the platform would
have a “score” given
by security end-users
after collaboration,
representing how
reliable and sound
they are)

80

To use collaborative tools as help for
measuring the innovation attitude of
employees and to establish rewarding
mechanisms for promoters of innovation

IMM&PLA
T
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81

Free-of-charge but access-restricted openinnovation platform and market place, for
gathering a relevant volume of participants
while making sure they are relevant players in
the security industry

PLAT

·

Platform purpose:
we suggest keeping
the registration form
as it is so it will act as
a filter grating access
only to relevant
players in the field.

82

To explore setting up a network of providers
following one categorization since the
security is an extremely broad domain
requiring input from most industrial sectors
and expert disciplines

PLAT

·

Platform purpose:
this is the platforms
overall goal

83

To explore initiating a thematic network of
experts in the security field

IMM&PLA
T



ie#28: Networking
Boost (basic)

equal to #47

84

To strengthen collaboration with Industry
(technological parks; industrial platforms, etc.)
as a way also to play an important role in
shaping the security market

IMM&PLA
T



ie#28: Networking
Boost (basic)

equal to #47

85

To attract agents and collaborators, with
influence in areas of special interest:
information security; security of infrastructures
and utilities; and security systems integration

IMM&PLA
T



ie#28: Networking
Boost (basic)

equal to #47
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8.2 Traceability from the functionalities perspective
Next table represents the traceability between functionalities suggested to the platform and model design
specifications that are being answer by them. Those 7 functionalities ( section 3.2) are conveniently
covering those design specification as they respond more than one at a time.
Some design specifications are already met by INSEC platform’ overall purpose.

functionality

# d.s.

design specification name

11

To develop suitable training programmes on best methodologies for
creating an innovation strategy in a security context

21

To find shared working places/spaces to foster collaboration

22

To stress the importance of considering analogies with other organisations,
engaging in fruitful conversation, as a way to promote "thinking out of the
box"

32

To explore setting up a peers’ network for sharing good practices, knowhow and lessons learnt among colleagues or even with other disciplinary
domains

33

To foster co-working, following methodologies, precise rules and timing, as
a way to get multiple insights on the subject of study from various
perspectives

34

To improve management skills within the organisation (project
management, innovation management, financial management,
procurement, etc.)

38

To facilitate access to security related training resources

45

To help the organisation overcome internal and external administrative
barriers, as big obstacles for financing innovation

55

To make available innovation tools that make it easier technology
scouting and managing internal innovation processes

78

Processes of internal–or external–innovation can be done in an easier and
more democratic way through an innovation tool

79

To deploy a corporate social network, as a single place for users to read
and track conversations, to share ideas, to express concerns and to
participate in private discussions

25

To develop capabilities and to make tools available for assessing, rating,
comparing and validating technologies and providers

80

To use collaborative tools as help for measuring the innovation attitude
of employees and to establish rewarding mechanisms for promoters of
innovation

f.1: useful content

f.2: granting merit
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f.3: complete profiles

26

To make available for suppliers (SMEs in particular) the legal context
impacting on the selection process (public procurement, data protection,
security regulation, etc.), including particular procedures to fit their
characteristics

35

To categorize different technological domains mapping technologies and
competences

60

To help SMEs comply with public procurement procedures in order to
work with Public Security organisations

61

To help SMEs access and observe national legislations regarding Public
Security organisations

62

To help SMEs access and observe IPR national legislation concerning the
object and the possible result of the collaboration opportunities

63

To include systems that facilitate the resolution of IPR conflicts in order to
guarantee the companies the position as right holder

69

To implement a Privacy and Security by Design approach within
organisations by self-regulation

76

To make available for suppliers (SMEs in particular) interoperability and
standardization requirements demanded by end-users

8

To develop a strategy for systematic, proactive trends watching

52

To support cooperation between SMES, clustering their competences to
maximize synergies and cross-fertilization, helping them reach critical mass
and compete in a highly concentrated market dominated by large industry
players

59

To engage diverse innovation communities to help them solve their most
pressing problems

70

To include the participation of SMEs in the framing of the procurement
processes as a way to extend collaborations

41

To explore and develop private-based financing vehicles complementary
to public funding, such as PPP (public-private partnership)

42

To increase the participation in competition funded projects

47

To reinforce and multiply bonds with the innovation ecosystem (RDI
centres; innovation networks; technical transfers offices) to maximize takeup of research

73

To foster the match between personal interests and skills and
organisation's needs, as way to “get the best people on the right tasks”
which leads to better overall results; and, additionally, to provide
collaborative tools for co-workers in an easier and flexible way

83

To explore initiating a thematic network of experts in the security field

84

To strengthen collaboration with Industry (technological parks; industrial
platforms, etc.) as a way also to play an important role in shaping the
security market

f.4: forum place

f.5: wide ecosystem
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85

To attract agents and collaborators, with influence in areas of special
interest: information security; security of infrastructures and utilities; and
security systems integration

50

To facilitate direct information from SMEs as potential suppliers and from
entities specialized in monitoring general technological trends

75

To grant access to database containing technology providers/knowledge
(plus searching engine) for easing the finding of relevant technologies and
providers

27

To facilitate access to projects and cooperation partners

46

To explore new paradigms of open innovation fostering cooperation in the
highly fragmented security market

49

To broaden the scope of cooperation, usually regarded only as
"acquisition of technology", toward wider areas such as technology scouting,
participation in the definition of procurement, etc.

56

To define adequate interfaces to help end-user organisations communicate
their technological needs and requirements in a homogenous and
harmonized way in order to foster a demand-driven security market

71

To expand the configurations of possible collaborations. Nowadays,
SME technology providers and Security Sector end-users mostly collaborate
through service contracts

74

To foster subcontracting as model of collaboration for SMEs in the
framework of Public Procurement Procedures

72

To explore the possibility of launching challenges (internally or externally)
accompanied by encouraging policies as rewards for solvers

54

To create a customized platform’s architecture that allows to every
organization meets their particular needs

77

To define project management processes and information flows
between technology providers and Security Sector end-users, a
collaborative tool can help in this case

9

To introduce and to analyse the new possibilities emerging from the «outnovation» paradigm (innovation coming from the exterior) and in the
relational area

24

To enhance the identification of technology trends thorough a more
systematic and active approach in technology watch

28

To develop capabilities and to make tools available for technology road
mapping

51

To promote integration between supply and demand structures through an
active engagement of security end-users and industry in the innovation
process

53

To promote the utilisation of innovation tools for achieving crowd-sourced
market forecasting (internally and externally)

57

To foster collaboration in technology watch activities

58

To make partnership more efficient by improving the current system of
exchanging information (stakeholders help to improve your work)

f.6: show room

f.7: 2.0

Platform purpose
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81

Free-of-charge but access-restricted open-innovation platform and
market place, for gathering a relevant volume of participants while making
sure they are relevant players in the security industry

82

To explore setting up a network of providers following one categorization
since the security is an extremely broad domain requiring input from most
industrial sectors and expert disciplines
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8.3 Traceability from the innovation elements perspective
Next table shows the traceability between innovation elements and model design specifications that being
covered by them. Some innovation elements are responding more than one design specification.

innovation elements

# d.s.

design specification name

ie#1: Culture Assessment

1

To strengthen an individual, distinctive pro-innovation
culture (risk acceptance, meritocracy, disruptive thinking,
proactivity, creativity, etc.)

ie#2: Creativity Sessions

22

To stress the importance of considering analogies with
other organisations, engaging in fruitful conversation, as a
way to promote "thinking out of the box"

2

To increase acknowledgment and recognition of
innovation within the organisation

13

To increase visibility of «champions» in innovation within
the organisation

6

To spread out the use of an innovation policy as a
corporate commitment

9

To introduce and to analyse the new possibilities emerging
from the «out-novation» paradigm (innovation coming
from the exterior) and in the relational area

7

To involve the organisation's board in strategic innovation
decisions

8

To develop a strategy for systematic, proactive trends
watching

10

To extend the use of an innovation strategy, independently
identifiable and aligned with the overall organizational
strategy and the convenience of an «Innovation plan» for
driving innovation (general objectives in innovation, main
actions, budget, etc.)

17

To define and apply mechanisms for measuring and
analysing results in innovation

11

To develop suitable training programmes on best
methodologies for creating an innovation strategy in a
security context

38

To facilitate access to security related training resources

12

To develop a managerial structure for innovation
according to necessities (may it be a full-time CIO, parttime sponsors, a self-appointed innovation-managers
network)

14

To foster pervasive innovation with transversal initiatives,
so that it will reach ever increasing spaces within the
organisation

ie#3: Acknowledgement &
Rewarding

ie#4: Innovation Strategy & Policy

ie#5: Innovation Committee

ie#6: Innovation Plan

ie#7: Innovation Training for
Senior Managers

ie#8: Innovation Roles
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ie#9: Innovation Department

16

To determine systems for allocating innovation
responsibilities according to employee skills profiles and
in alignment with HR

15

To constitute a specific area for managing and developing
innovation in order to reinforce Innovation Management as
an explicit business function

4

To define mechanism for allowing time to employees for
improving their everyday activity

23

To allow employees spare, dedicated time to analyse their
work as a way to improve it

20

To improve the conditions from the workplace (everyday
equipment) in order to increase motivation

21

To find shared working places/spaces to foster
collaboration

18

To define and apply mechanisms for encouraging
innovation among employees and for recognizing and
rewarding it

24

To enhance the identification of technology trends thorough
a more systematic and active approach in technology
watch

25

To develop capabilities and to make tools available for
assessing, rating, comparing and validating
technologies and providers

28

To develop capabilities and to make tools available for
technology road mapping

35

To categorize different technological domains mapping
technologies and competences

27

To facilitate access to projects and cooperation partners

78

Processes of internal–or external–innovation can be done
in an easier and more democratic way through an
innovation tool

79

To deploy a corporate social network, as a single place
for users to read and track conversations, to share ideas, to
express concerns and to participate in private discussions

80

To use collaborative tools as help for measuring the
innovation attitude of employees and to establish
rewarding mechanisms for promoters of innovation

29

To make available, in terms of infrastructure, specific
spaces for supporting innovation

26

To make available for suppliers (SMEs in particular) the
legal context impacting on the selection process (public
procurement, data protection, security regulation, etc.),
including particular procedures to fit their characteristics

30

To develop an IPR strategy (intellectual property rights)
focused on cooperation with SMEs as technology providers

ie#10: Employee Empowerment
(basic)

ie#11: Employee Empowerment
(advanced)

ie#12: Innovation Indicators
Included In Career Plan

ie#13: Tech Audit & RoadMapping

ie#14: Internal Corporate Network

ie#15: Innovation Inspiration
Room

ie#16: IPR Overview & Policy
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64

To ensure copyright protection. It is guaranteed in the
whole UE without registration

65

To note that patentable invention shall be referred to a
technology field, new, inventive and susceptible of industrial
application

66

To consider data subject rights, including following rights:
access, rectification, blocking, erasure and objet

67

To respect the European principles of Human Dignity,
Utility, Precaution and Justice, Solidarity, Equality, Citizens
Rights and Sustainability

68

To avoid a Dual Use in research, if impossible, shall be
dealt with a risk management strategy

31

To promote the application of security «by design» and
privacy «by design» concepts, particularly in
collaborations with SMEs

69

To implement a Privacy and Security by Design
approach within organisations by self-regulation

32

To explore setting up a peers’ network for sharing good
practices, know-how and lessons learnt among colleagues
or even with other disciplinary domains

33

To foster co-working, following methodologies, precise
rules and timing, as a way to get multiple insights on the
subject of study from various perspectives

3

To broaden the understanding of innovation and the
mechanism to support employees to innovate or
communicate new ideas toward areas beyond ITC and
services (people management, internal organisation,
external collaboration, financing, etc.)

34

To improve management skills within the organisation
(project management, innovation management, financial
management, procurement, etc.)

19

To define methods to identify gaps in innovation
competences and programmes to encourage innovation

73

To foster the match between personal interests and skills
and organisation's needs, as way to “get the best people on
the right tasks” which leads to better overall results; and,
additionally, to provide collaborative tools for co-workers in
an easier and flexible way

36

To develop a formal knowledge management model

75

To grant access to database containing technology
providers/knowledge (plus searching engine) for easing the
finding of relevant technologies and providers

5

To lessen «bureaucracy», i.e. simplifying internal
procedures for innovation

ie#17: Privacy & Security "by
Design" Recommendations

ie#18: Open Ideation & Validation

ie#19: Innovation Dissemination
Sessions

ie#20: Innovation Skills

ie#21: Dynamic Knowledge
Repository

ie#22: Innovation Cycle (basic)
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ie#23: Innovation Cycle
(advanced)

ie#24: Continuous Improvement
Systematisation

37

To define a straightforward innovation management
process (idea generation-identification / screening /
validation / prototyping, etc.), systematising the whole
innovation cycle

40

To categorize internal processes depending on their
criticality in order to establish a level of openness to
external agents to each process

39

To set up methods for the identification of flaws or
improvement points in currently running processes helping
incrementally upgrade and better them in a continual
virtuous cycle

42

To increase the participation in competition funded
projects

45

To help the organisation overcome internal and external
administrative barriers, as big obstacles for financing
innovation

41

To explore and develop private-based financing vehicles
complementary to public funding, such as PPP (publicprivate partnership)

44

To establish or, empower if they exit, specialised teams in
searching for financing resources and in programmes
funding RDI

43

To define means for economically anticipating and
assessing results of innovations

47

To reinforce and multiply bonds with the innovation
ecosystem (RDI centres; innovation networks; technical
transfers offices) to maximize take-up of research

83

To explore initiating a thematic network of experts in the
security field

84

To strengthen collaboration with Industry (technological
parks; industrial platforms, etc.) as a way also to play an
important role in shaping the security market

85

To attract agents and collaborators, with influence in
areas of special interest: information security; security of
infrastructures and utilities; and security systems integration

46

To explore new paradigms of open innovation fostering
cooperation in the highly fragmented security market

49

To broaden the scope of cooperation, usually regarded
only as "acquisition of technology", toward wider areas
such as technology scouting, participation in the definition
of procurement, etc.

70

To include the participation of SMEs in the framing of the
procurement processes as a way to extend collaborations

ie#25: Innovation Funding (basic)

ie#26: Innovation Funding
(advanced)

ie#27: Innovation Forecasting
Methods

ie#28: Networking Boost (basic)

ie#29: Networking Boost
(advanced)
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ie#30: Social Media Strategy

71

To expand the configurations of possible
collaborations. Nowadays, SME technology providers and
Security Sector end-users mostly collaborate through
service contracts

74

To foster subcontracting as model of collaboration for
SMEs in the framework of Public Procurement Procedures

48

To strengthen bi-directional conversation with society
making improved use of social media & web2.0 strategies,
as a way to incorporate a «human dimension» in security
applications and to raise awareness and increase visibility
and understanding of security issues
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8.4 Rating of model design specifications
Model design specifications out of the analysis stage: Task 3.1, Task 3.2, Task 3.3, Task3.4 and Task 3.5
were rated in Task 3.5 as follows (using one decimal number):

area or
module of
analysis

Corporate
Culture

#
d.s.

d.s. code

impact simplicity economy

1

D.3.2.D.S.1.01

To strengthen an individual, distinctive proinnovation culture (risk acceptance,
meritocracy, disruptive thinking, proactivity,
creativity, etc.)

2

D.3.2.D.S.1.02

To increase acknowledgment and recognition
of innovation within the organisation

4,0

2,3

2,0

3

D.3.2.D.S.1.03

To broaden the understanding of innovation
and the mechanism to support employees to
innovate or communicate new ideas toward
areas beyond ITC and services (people
management, internal organisation, external
collaboration, financing, etc.)

2,3

2,0

1,7

4

D.3.2.D.S.1.04

To define mechanism for allowing time to
employees for improving their everyday activity

3,3

2,0

1,7

5

D.3.2.D.S.1.05

To lessen «bureaucracy», i.e. simplifying
internal procedures for innovation

3,0

2,7

2,7

6

D.3.3.D.S.1.01

To spread out the use of an innovation policy
as a corporate commitment

4,3

1,7

2,3

7

D.3.2.D.S.2.01

To involve the organisation's board in strategic
innovation decisions

4,7

2,3

2,3

8

D.3.2.D.S.2.03

To develop a strategy for systematic, proactive
trends watching

3,0

2,0

2,0

D.3.2.D.S.2.04

To introduce and to analyse the new
possibilities emerging from the «outnovation» paradigm (innovation coming from
the exterior) and in the relational area

3,3

1,3

2,3

10

D.3.3.D.S.2.01

To extend the use of an innovation strategy,
independently identifiable and aligned with the
overall organizational strategy and the
convenience of an «Innovation plan» for
driving innovation (general objectives in
innovation, main actions, budget, etc.)

4,7

1,3

2,7

11

D.3.3.D.S.2.02

To develop suitable training programmes on
best methodologies for creating an innovation
strategy in a security context

3,0

2,3

2,0

D.3.2.D.S.3.01

To develop a managerial structure for
innovation according to necessities (may it be
a full-time CIO, part-time sponsors, a selfappointed innovation-managers network)

5,0

1,7

1,7

9
Corporate
Strategy

Management

description of the design specification

12

4,3

1,7

2,0
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13

D.3.2.D.S.3.02

To increase visibility of «champions» in
innovation within the organisation

3,0

2,3

2,7

14

D.3.2.D.S.3.03

To foster pervasive innovation with
transversal initiatives, so that it will reach ever
increasing spaces within the organisation

3,0

2,0

1,7

D.3.3.D.S.3.01

To constitute a specific area for managing
and developing innovation in order to reinforce
Innovation Management as an explicit
business function

3,7

1,7

2,0

16

D.3.3.D.S.3.02

To determine systems for allocating
innovation responsibilities according to
employee skills profiles and in alignment with
HR

3,7

2,0

2,0

17

D3.2.D.S.3.04

To define and apply mechanisms for
measuring and analysing results in innovation

4,7

1,3

2,3

18

D.3.2.D.S.2.05

To define and apply mechanisms for
encouraging innovation among employees
and for recognizing and rewarding it

4,7

2,7

1,7

19

D.3.3.D.S.3.03

To define methods to identify gaps in
innovation competences and programmes to
encourage innovation

3,7

1,7

2,0

20

D.3.4.D.S.1.01

To improve the conditions from the workplace
(everyday equipment) in order to increase
motivation

2,7

1,7

1,0

21

D.3.4.D.S.1.02

To find shared working places/spaces to foster
collaboration

1,3

1,0

1,0

22

D.3.4.D.S.1.04

To stress the importance of considering
analogies with other organisations, engaging
in fruitful conversation, as a way to promote
"thinking out of the box"

2,7

1,3

2,0

23

D.3.4.D.S.1.05

To allow employees spare, dedicated time to
analyse their work as a way to improve it

3,0

2,0

1,3

24

D.3.2.D.S.5.01

To enhance the identification of technology
trends thorough a more systematic and active
approach in technology watch

5,0

1,7

1,7

25

D.3.2.D.S.5.06

To develop capabilities and to make tools
available for assessing, rating, comparing
and validating technologies and providers

4,0

1,0

1,0

26

D.3.2.D.S.5.07

To make available for suppliers (SMEs in
particular) the legal context impacting on the
selection process (public procurement, data
protection, security regulation, etc.), including
particular procedures to fit their characteristics

4,0

2,3

2,3

27

D.3.2.D.S.5.10

To facilitate access to projects and
cooperation partners

4,0

2,3

1,7

28

D.3.2.D.S.5.11

To develop capabilities and to make tools
available for technology road mapping

3,7

1,3

1,7

15

People &
Organisation

Technology /
Tools
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29

D.3.3.D.S.4.01

To make available, in terms of infrastructure,
specific spaces for supporting innovation

3,0

1,3

1,0

30

D.3.2.D.S.4.02

To develop an IPR strategy (intellectual
property rights) focused on cooperation with
SMEs as technology providers

4,7

2,0

2,7

31

D.3.2.D.S.4.04

To promote the application of security «by
design» and privacy «by design» concepts,
particularly in collaborations with SMEs

4,0

1,3

1,3

D.3.2.D.S.4.07

To explore setting up a peers’ network for
sharing good practices, know-how and lessons
learnt among colleagues or even with other
disciplinary domains

3,7

1,7

2,7

D.3.4.D.S.2.01

To foster co-working, following
methodologies, precise rules and timing, as a
way to get multiple insights on the subject of
study from various perspectives

3,7

2,3

2,7

34

D.3.2.D.S.4.01

To improve management skills within the
organisation (project management, innovation
management, financial management,
procurement, etc.)

4,7

1,7

1,7

35

D.3.2.D.S.4.05

To categorize different technological domains
mapping technologies and competences

3,0

2,0

2,3

36

D.3.3.D.S.5.01

To develop a formal knowledge
management model

4,0

1,0

1,0

37

D.3.2.D.S.4.03

To define a straightforward innovation
management process (idea generationidentification / screening / validation /
prototyping, etc.), systematising the whole
innovation cycle

4,7

1,0

1,7

38

D.3.2.D.S.4.06

To facilitate access to security related training
resources

1,7

2,0

2,0

39

D.3.4.D.S.3.02

To set up methods for the identification of
flaws or improvement points in currently
running processes helping incrementally
upgrade and better them in a continual
virtuous cycle

3,3

1,0

1,7

40

D.3.4.D.S.3.03

To categorize internal processes depending on
their criticality in order to establish a level of
openness to external agents to each process

3,0

2,0

2,0

41

D.3.2.D.S.6.01

To explore and develop private-based
financing vehicles complementary to public
funding, such as PPP (public-private
partnership)

4,0

1,0

2,7

42

D.3.2.D.S.6.02

To increase the participation in competition
funded projects

4,7

1,7

2,7

43

D.3.2.D.S.6.03

To define means for economically
anticipating and assessing results of
innovations

4,0

1,0

1,3

Services
32

33

Knowledge

Processes

Financing
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44

D.3.2.D.S.6.04

To establish or, empower if they exit,
specialised teams in searching for financing
resources and in programmes funding RDI

4,0

2,0

1,0

45

D.3.3.D.S.5.03

To help the organisation overcome internal
and external administrative barriers, as big
obstacles for financing innovation

3,3

2,0

2,3

46

D.3.2.D.S.7.01

To explore new paradigms of open
innovation fostering cooperation in the highly
fragmented security market

4,0

1,7

2,0

D.3.2.D.S.7.06

To reinforce and multiply bonds with the
innovation ecosystem (RDI centres;
innovation networks; technical transfers
offices) to maximize take-up of research

4,7

2,0

2,0

D.3.2.D.S.7.07

To strengthen bi-directional conversation with
society making improved use of social media &
web2.0 strategies, as a way to incorporate a
«human dimension» in security applications
and to raise awareness and increase visibility
and understanding of security issues

3,7

2,3

2,0

D.3.3.D.S.6.02

To broaden the scope of cooperation,
usually regarded only as "acquisition of
technology", toward wider areas such as
technology scouting, participation in the
definition of procurement, etc.

4,3

2,0

2,3

D.3.2.D.S.5.05

To facilitate direct information from SMEs as
potential suppliers and from entities
specialized in monitoring general technological
trends

4,0

2,3

2,7

D.3.2.D.S.7.02

To promote integration between supply and
demand structures through an active
engagement of security end-users and industry
in the innovation process

4,7

1,0

1,7

52

D.3.2.D.S.7.03

To support cooperation between SMES,
clustering their competences to maximize
synergies and cross-fertilization, helping them
reach critical mass and compete in a highly
concentrated market dominated by large
industry players

3,3

1,0

1,7

53

D.3.5.D.S.1.01

To promote the utilisation of innovation tools
for achieving crowd-sourced market
forecasting (internally and externally)

3,3

2,7

2,7

54

D.3.5.D.S.1.02

To create a customized platform’s
architecture that allows to every organization
meets their particular needs

3,3

2,3

2,7

55

D.3.5.D.S.1.03

To make available innovation tools that make it
easier technology scouting and managing
internal innovation processes

3,7

1,7

2,0

56

D.3.2.D.S.5.03

To define adequate interfaces to help end-user
organisations communicate their
technological needs and requirements in a

4,3

2,3

2,3

47

Collaboration
and
Networking

48

49

50

51

Market Place

Relational
model
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homogenous and harmonized way in order to
foster a demand-driven security market

D.3.3.D.S.8.01

To foster collaboration in technology watch
activities

4,0

2,0

2,3

58

D.3.4.D.S.4.01

To make partnership more efficient by
improving the current system of exchanging
information (stakeholders help to improve
your work)

4,0

1,0

2,0

59

D.3.5.D.S.2.01

To engage diverse innovation communities
to help them solve their most pressing
problems

4,0

2,7

2,0

60

D.3.1.D.S.1.01

To help SMEs comply with public
procurement procedures in order to work
with Public Security organisations

4,0

2,0

2,3

61

D.3.1.D.S.1.02

To help SMEs access and observe national
legislations regarding Public Security
organisations

3,7

2,3

3,0

62

D.3.1.D.S.1.04

To help SMEs access and observe IPR
national legislation concerning the object and
the possible result of the collaboration
opportunities

3,3

2,0

3,0

63

D.3.1.D.S.1.05

To include systems that facilitate the resolution
of IPR conflicts in order to guarantee the
companies the position as right holder

4,0

1,3

1,0

64

D.3.1.D.S.1.06

To ensure copyright protection. It is
guaranteed in the whole UE without
registration

3,3

1,0

2,7

65

D.3.1.D.S.1.12

To note that patentable invention shall be
referred to a technology field, new, inventive
and susceptible of industrial application

3,7

2,7

3,0

66

D.3.1.D.S.1.15

To consider data subject rights, including
following rights: access, rectification, blocking,
erasure and objet

1,7

1,7

2,0

67

D.3.1.D.S.2.01

To respect the European principles of
Human Dignity, Utility, Precaution and Justice,
Solidarity, Equality, Citizens Rights and
Sustainability

4,0

2,7

2,7

68

D.3.1.D.S.2.03

To avoid a Dual Use in research, if
impossible, shall be dealt with a risk
management strategy

2,3

2,3

2,0

69

D.3.1.D.S.3.03

To implement a Privacy and Security by
Design approach within organisations by
self-regulation

4,0

2,0

2,0

70

D.3.3.D.S.9.01

To include the participation of SMEs in the
framing of the procurement processes as a
way to extend collaborations

2,7

1,0

2,0

57

Regulatory
model
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71

Incentive
model

2,3

2,0

2,5

D.3.5.D.S.3.01

To explore the possibility of launching
challenges (internally or externally)
accompanied by encouraging policies as
rewards for solvers

4,7

1,3

1,3

73

D.3.5.D.S.3.02

To foster the match between personal
interests and skills and organisation's needs,
as way to “get the best people on the right
tasks” which leads to better overall results;
and, additionally, to provide collaborative tools
for co-workers in an easier and flexible way

4,7

1,7

2,3

74

D.3.1.D.S.1.17

To foster subcontracting as model of
collaboration for SMEs in the framework of
Public Procurement Procedures

3,0

2,3

2,7

D.3.2.D.S.5.02

To grant access to database containing
technology providers/knowledge (plus
searching engine) for easing the finding of
relevant technologies and providers

3,3

1,3

1,3

76

D.3.2.D.S.5.08

To make available for suppliers (SMEs in
particular) interoperability and
standardization requirements demanded by
end-users

3,3

1,7

2,0

77

To define project management processes
and information flows between technology
D.3.3.D.S.11.01
providers and Security Sector end-users, a
collaborative tool can help in this case

4,7

1,0

1,3

78

D.3.5.D.S.4.02

Processes of internal–or external–innovation
can be done in an easier and more
democratic way through an innovation tool

2,3

1,7

1,7

D.3.5.D.S.4.03

To deploy a corporate social network, as a
single place for users to read and track
conversations, to share ideas, to express
concerns and to participate in private
discussions

3,0

2,3

2,3

D.3.5.D.S.4.04

To use collaborative tools as help for
measuring the innovation attitude of
employees and to establish rewarding
mechanisms for promoters of innovation

3,7

2,0

2,0

D.3.5.D.S.4.05

Free-of-charge but access-restricted openinnovation platform and market place, for
gathering a relevant volume of participants
while making sure they are relevant players in
the security industry

3,7

2,7

2,0

D.3.2.D.S.5.04

To explore setting up a network of providers
following one categorization since the security
is an extremely broad domain requiring input
from most industrial sectors and expert

4,7

2,7

2,7

72

75

Coordination
model

79

80

81

INSEC
Ecosystem

To expand the configurations of possible
collaborations. Nowadays, SME technology
D.3.3.D.S.10.01
providers and Security Sector end-users
mostly collaborate through service contracts

82
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disciplines

D.3.2.D.S.7.04

To explore initiating a thematic network of
experts in the security field

3,7

2,0

1,7

84

D.3.2.D.S.7.05

To strengthen collaboration with Industry
(technological parks; industrial platforms, etc.)
as a way also to play an important role in
shaping the security market

3,3

1,3

1,7

85

To attract agents and collaborators, with
influence in areas of special interest:
D.3.3.D.S.12.01
information security; security of infrastructures
and utilities; and security systems integration

3,7

1,7

1,7

83
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